Safety in Transition:

Moving from WHMIS
to GHS Course
Join training leaders Reg and Stu as they
narrate the course and provide an overview
of the changes to WHMIS after its alignment
with GHS.
ComplyWorks has partnered with Chemscape Safety
Technologies , a leader in SDS and hazardous chemical
management solutions, to provide the most up-to-date
chemical safety training.

GHS is Coming - Are you Ready?
The Global Harmonized System (GHS) legislation has
passed in Canada and will be known as WHMIS 2015.
Workplaces may start to see an increase in Safety Data
Sheets (SDSs) especially from American suppliers.

Did You Know?

Tracking and Management of Training

• Employers need to provide GHS training to all
workers at facilities where hazardous chemicals
are used.
• Suppliers are already sending GHS SDSs now and
your workers need to be trained to understand
them.
• Your workers need to understand both the WHMIS
and GHS systems through the transition period.

Using the ComplyWorks Management Solution (CMS)
a company is able to track the progress of employees’
or contractors’ completion of courses. Administrators
are able to monitor and report on the upcoming
expiries of courses tracked through the CMS. Alerts
and notifications are sent to remind users regarding
upcoming course renewal.

Offering:
Safety in Transition: Moving from WHMIS to GHS is a
comprehensive 65 minute online video course that
covers all the essential elements of both WHMIS and
GHS. Entertaining, interactive, and engaging, Safety
in Transition addresses WHMIS and GHS from the
worker’s perspective.

Main topics include:
• Hazard Symbols
• Product Labels
• Responsibilities

• Hazard Classification
• MSDS vs. SDS

The partnership between Chemscape and
ComplyWorks allows for your employees and
contractors to have the most up-to-date chemical
safety information while efficiently tracking and
managing their education and training.

Let’s Get Ready to Work
Purchase courses:

www.complyworks.com and click Courses
Contact:

sales@complyworks.com
+1 403 219 4792

*Safety in Transition is authored by Chemscape under the guidance of an Industrial Hygienist who is certified with the American Board of Industrial Hygiene.
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